
non-linear quality. You find yourself traversing 
the level, bach and torth, in order to find the 
people and/or items required to complete your 
mission. This feature separates Stargate from 
the run-of-the mill action game. It also works 

well within the framework of a movie-to-game title. In most movies, 
several key incidents happen at the same location. 

Games of late! are usually not considered great unless smooth char¬ 
acter animation is included as standard equipment. In this depart¬ 
ment, Stargate delivers impressively. Probe chose to rotoscope the 
characters for an overall more realistic look. The results are similar 
to the fluid character movement found in games like Alien 3, 
Flashback and Blackthorne, only I feel fhe results here are even 
better. 

While not as impressive as the character animation, the actual 
game graphics are also noteworthy. The mode-7 (lying sequences 
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getting really immersed in the f 
game thanks to the interesting, | 
between mission cinemas, and I 
corn-tree dialogue. The moody { 
music and perfect play control also f 
really helps put you inside the game. 
Stargate is difficult enough to be I 

considered challeng- 
-wrf ing, but never frustrat- 

mmm- ing. Even if you didn’t 
, see (or was not a fan 

yr - of} the movie, it's easy 
Wi 1 to become engrossed 

in Stargate: the game. 
™ tt, i ( Nice job Acclaim 

put the limited 3D capabilities of the 
SNES to good use. In the side 
scrolling levels, the background 
graphics in general, and the enemy 
sprites in particular look very goou. 
Everything is well drawn and has a 
decent amount of detail. 

Games are sup- 
posed to be tun, and nil ■ 
this is where Stargate IBKG81 
really shines. You 
start out doing the sis 
"power up my U 
weapon and find all 
the hidden items" 
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